**Daily DOTS- A much awaited transition for Tuberculosis control**
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The TB control in India started in 1962 as the national tuberculosis programme (NTP), which was later reappraised to the Revised National TB Control Programme (RNTCP) in the year 1997 [1]. Since then the TB control throughout the country was done by an alternate day/intermittent regimen through directly observed treatment [1].

A total 127 out of 132 countries that started with intermittent treatment regimens with DOTS have changed to daily treatment [2]. In fact, except India and one province of China, no other country in the world uses an intermittent regimen in the intensive phase [2]. Also, among the remaining countries, only Cuba, Peru, Uruguay and Columbia, follow alternate day regimen only in the continuation phase post daily drug treatment in the intensive phase for the TB management [2].

The treatment in private settings has always been a daily drug regimen with various drugs and dose formulations [3]. This difference has led to increased chances of the development of drug resistance and higher number of relapse cases thus there have always been a need to streamline the TB treatment across India and the same has been advocated by the WHO in the year 2010 [1,2,4].

In view of, India being one of the heavy burden countries for the disease, the Government of India has finally revised the alternate day/intermittent drug regimen of DOTS to daily DOTS [3,5]. This is a noteworthy move in the TB control approach that has been trailed by the Central TB Division since 1997 [3]. Initially the daily DOTS will be started in five states, and then it will be rolled over the entire country [3,6].

The new daily drug therapy under RNTCP will include three or four first line antitubercular drugs in specific dosages in a single pill to be administered to the TB patient on a daily basis based on the weight of the patient, these combinations will be popularly known as the fixed drug combinations (FDCs) [7].

The benefit for the patients with these FDCs will be the reduced pill burden and this initiative would thus help in treatment adherence and worthiness and by and large, improve the treatment outcome of the patient [7].

The move to the daily drug regimen is expected to bring in an increased enrolment of patients in RNTCP in each state, by at least 20% [3]. As majority of those resorting to private setting due to daily drug regimens will also resort to the public hospitals since the whole treatment is free of cost. Thereby increasing the overall TB notification and will help in identifying a clearer picture about the disease.

TB has been a public health problem and an age old control program needs timely revision in order to fight this deadly disease that is taking a life every 21 seconds [8,9]. The move to start the daily DOTS will not only help patients, but hopefully will also help the country to achieve TB elimination by 2025. Furthermore, with about 40% population infected with TB bacteria, such a major reform was imperative.
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